AO2 ANNOATION
GUIDE
Write 1 paragraph per sheet
Explain what medias you have used
& what you have based your work
on & why.
Link to your brief & theme/focus
Describe how you created the
samples, the successes or
difficulties you had – explain how
you overcame any problems.

Talk about the most successful
pieces you have created.
Discuss how you will use this
practice work to help you develop
in to some design proposals
Mention anything you need to do
ie. Practice certain methods or
collect some more information, or
do some more research?
You could a a small number next to
each sample to help you refer to it
in your written paragraph.

PRESENTING AO2 WORK

Examples of student work/presentation

Option 1 – x 2 - A2 sheets of work
Produce an A2 sheet of work for media samples inspired by each artist
In this case each sheet should have 4-5 studies using different media
You can work directly on the that samples (studies) merge or you can
produce them separately & then mount them later
Option 2 – x 1 - A1 sheet of work
Produce an A1 sheet with samples that relate to both artists
In this case the sheet should have 8-10 studies using different media
You can work directly on the that samples (studies) merge or you can
produce them separately & then mount them later

If you are stuck this is a good way to start!
Media Experimentation
- a good way to start
Step 1:
On an A3 piece of cartridge paper
prepare X 6 different backgrounds
to work on. See the examples below
on my sheet. Choose backgrounds
that link with your artist(s)

Graph paper

Step 2:

Step 3:
Begin experimenting on top
of your prepared surfaces.
I ended up merging mine
into a full piece of work!

Look at your artists
work and consider
what you would like to
try out.This artist is:
Dina Wakely

Book page
Watercolour
wash
If they merge you can
always crop them down
later!

Tea/coffee
stain

Clear
Acetate

Brown
paper

Continue this work at home!

You have
access to:
Pencil, biro, fine
liner, markers, inks,
spray paint, tipex,
photos, newsprint,
thread, string
/needle, trims,
buttons, bleach,
letter stencil &
stamps, wax

